
Technology product, no matter software or hardware,
has now become the major competitive weapon for an
enterprise to make strategies and create superiorities.
Transaction time and cost can be greatly saved through
the use of information and telecommunication technol-
ogy and it is an unavoidable trend in such low profit
time. However, under such trend, electronic transactions
also brings new challenge and risk to this new era,
for example, many illegal electronic transaction cases
in recent years [1], [2] and the stock theft cases of Lee
and Li Attorneys-at-Law [3]. Before the use of electronic
transaction system, multiple steps have to be completed
before a consumer can withdraw the money he/she needs.
Moreover, the bank clerk has to confirm the identity and
check to ensure that the identity of the consumer matches
the check before the transaction can be completed;
therefore, the entire process is very tedious and the cost
is increased. Through the use of electronic medium,
consumer only has to use ATM card and password to
complete identity confirmation, money withdrawal and
data registration within very short time and its accuracy
and reliability is even higher than human processing [4].
However, when you enjoy the convenience, new risk
must emerge. There is one special feature of transaction
by using information and telecommunication technology,
that is, electronic transaction can takes place at any
places and such feature exposes electronic transaction
under high risk. Only some digits need to be changed
in the system and stranger out there thousands of kilo-

meters away can vanish someone’s savings which was
accumulated by his/her entire life in very short time.
What derived from the things we mentioned above is
the internal control issues when dealing with electronic
transaction procedures; the risk of electronic transaction
not only comes from external environment, bad internal
control is also an important factor. Enron scandal of USA
occurred in the winter of 2001, however, on August one
year before the occurrence of this scandal, vice president
Sherron Watkin who was employed by Enron at Houston
headquarter and was in charge of corporate development
already discovered the illegal secret and reported and
warned to upper management level and outer auditing
company, Anderson, but not too much attention was
paid to [5]. Therefore, it is very important how to,
under known conditions, let internal control personnel
to examine financial status of the company objectively
and let the investors to get warnings from the financial
report. The employee of Lee and Li Attorneys-at-Law,
Mr. Wei-Chieh Liu (also call Eddie Liu), sells privately
and illegally customer’s custodial stocks for about three
billions NT dollars brought an unprecedented risk to the
company. This event reveals the internal control leak
within an organization. A company must establish a good
internal control system in order to let the company run
stably and continuously. According to work place fraud
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and infraction report made by Association of Certified
Fraud Examiners in 2002, the result shows that the fraud
in the work place could possibly happen no matter what
the size is of an enterprise. In 2002, there is a loss of
about 6% out of the corporate revenue, that is, about
60 millions US dollars, due to bad internal control. Of
course, organization should have trust on its employee,
but if the system does not have very effective operation
of internal control, it could possibly lead to the motion
and misconduct of fraud [6]. In this study, it proposes
that a system such as electronic internal control team
system can be installed in a company so that legal
employees in the company can have a report and impeach
mechanism to convey fast and fairly an impeach message
to the top management level. In this study, digital signa-
ture mathematical model deduced previously is used to
extend an electronic internal control system to provide
a method of impeaching and auditing for the members
of the organization; under this condition, the members
of the organization do not have to worry anything, they
will impeach any fraud occurred around them and do
not have to worry about the exposure of their identity.
In the second part of the literature survey, it includes
the definition of internal control department, electronic
internal control team and group digital signature in a
company. In the third part, the electronic internal control
team model is proposed and the application situation of
each stage is set up. In the fourth part, discussion and
analysis is made after the application and a complete
model diagram is proposed. Conclusion and future study
direction will be emphasized in the last part.

Internal control system originated in 1949 from a
research report of American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (AICPA) named “Internal control- It inte-
grates the key elements of control and is very important
to management level and independent accountant.” [5];
later on, many related reports and discussions gave
recognition of different levels on the definition, purpose
and structure of internal control. The current definition
originates from a report of ”internal control-integration
architecture”, generally called COSO Report, presented
by a Committee of Sponsoring Organization of the
Treadway Commission in 1992 (abbreviated as COSO)
with members include AICPA (American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants), American Accounting
Association, The Institute of Internal Auditors, Insti-
tute of Management Accountants, Financial Management
Personnel Association. COSO Report has now become

the newest guidance of internal control system. COSO
Report thinks that internal control is a process and this
process is designed for three major purposes such as:
to achieve the reliability of financial report reasonably,
to follow laws and regulations, to operate the business
effectively and efficiently; moreover, this process is
affected by is affected by the Board of Directors, man-
agement personnel and other personnel of the company.
For the definition of internal control, there is an explana-
tion in the article 7 (1998) of No. 33 of Audit Standard
Annals announced by the Audit Standard Commission
of Accounting Research and Development Foundation:
“Internal control is a management process and is de-
signed by management level personnel and approved by
the Board of Directors (or equivalent decision-making
unit) so as to ensure the achievement of the following
goals reasonably.” [7]:

• Reliable financial report.
• Efficient and effective operation.
• The follow-up of related regulations and laws.

Internal control can usually be divided into internal
accounting control and internal management control. The
former is a control directly related to the accuracy and re-
liability of accounting record and financial report which
emphasizes on the achievement of two goals of accurate
accounting information and guarantee of property safety;
the latter is a control to maintain operation efficiency
and to check if the organization follow the regulations
as specified, therefore, its main purpose it to enhance
operation efficiency and to realize specified management
policies.
Internal control can be divided into two parts, that is,
structural internal control and operation internal control.
The former is of planning and designing characteristic
which includes the construction of organization system,
responsibility division, management authorization, lay-
ered responsibility, setting of work standards, making
of all kinds of management method and operation pro-
cedures; the latter is real work implementation such
as: the use, incubation and management of the work
personnel, the safety maintenance of property, the treat-
ment of accounting affairs, the management and control
of budget and the implementation, auditing, preparing
and reporting of all kinds of business activities and
operations. All the things mentioned above should be
carefully watched in the work personnel’s usual daily
work operation so as to achieve the final goal of internal
control [8]–[13].

2. Literature Survey 
2.1. Study on the corporate
 internal control department 
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The current trend is to use the computer equipment
of enterprise resource planning project to assist the
operation in every part of the enterprise. Among them,
the planning and implementing right and responsibil-
ity and an objective auditing mechanism of internal
control department is designed by information system.
Furthermore, there is a derived need of electronic internal
control team of low cost, low risk and of confidential-
keeping capability. This design not only can achieve the
corporate planning effect but also can keep the privacy
of organization members.
Through the use of the architecture basis of virtual
team in association with group digital signature, we
can deduce management functions of electronic internal
control team. The general definition of virtual team is a
team formed because of common ideal, common goals
or common interest [14]. Electronic internal control
team is an independent operation team with members
coming from employee of the company and the topmost
manager can know the identity of the employee but other
members of the organization cannot know the identity
of members in the virtual team. Virtual team is built
in the organization because of its confidential and fast
report characteristic [14]. In this article, the auditing and
examining function, confidential function due to network
communication as well as fraud impeaching function of
electronic internal control team system are investigated
and used to design a special organization for internal
control. The goals that an enterprise hopes to achieve
during the application of such system are as in the
followings:

Step 1. The internal personnel of the department im-
peaches in anonymous way so that the electronic
internal control team cannot calculate its real
identity. Additionally, if the member of the orga-
nization impeaches in anonymous and repeated
way, the electronic internal control team can not
judge how many documents are from the same
impeacher through the content of the impeached
document.

Step 2. After the reception of anonymous impeaching
case by the electronic internal control team and
if the inspection result is found to be mismatch-
ing the fact, the identity of the anonymous im-
peacher can be calculated through the approval
of the topmost decision-maker and appropriate
penalty can be given; however, the impeaching
reception center still can not guess if the previ-
ous or subsequent documents of the anonymous
document are coming from the same person who

makes the false accusation.
Step 3. Although the topmost decision-maker in the or-

ganization can has the right to examine the iden-
tity of the anonymous impeacher, the decision-
maker can not forge an identity of any mem-
ber of the organization and perform anonymous
impeaching and make false accusation on that
personnel [15].

Step 4. When electronic internal control team is per-
forming its job for monitoring and if the respon-
sibility of correct transfer of cases is violated,
the topmost decision-maker can track its real
identity and give penalty to personnel who make
false accusation.

For corporate organization, the members of the Board
of Directors are the strategic core organization, since
directors have many things to do; they thus apply the
authorization mechanism in the personnel management
and help them in monitoring the implementation status
of the policies. The system mentioned in this article, in
addition to helping the processing of daily things, can
also avoid a decision made by medium level manager
by exceeding his/her authorization scope so as to do
illegal things. Moreover, if necessary, this system can
help the topmost manager finding out bad guys who use
this system to make false accusation which might lead
to a management dilemma.

What group digital signature means is, any member
within the organization, can issue paper to outside bear-
ing the name of the organization and the receiver only
knows that the document is a formal document of that
organization but does not know which member of that
organization make the paper. Based on the cryptography,
we develop a group digital signature system which can
be used in the internal management of the company to
enhance the safety of E-Commerce dealing [16]–[18].
Earlier, Chaum and van Heyet proposed in 1992 [19]
simple research methods and Chen and Pedersen im-
proved them in 1995 [20]; in another aspect, Camenisch
and Stadler [21] create fast signature mechanism target-
ing at large organization; Lee and Chang proposed a
strategy based on Discrete Logarithm; Chen and Liu [22]
combine the method of Lucas [23] and the assumption
of factorization to prepare a signature mechanism faster
than Camenisch and Stadler. In the concern of informa-
tion system security, the major part of the application of
group signature emphasizes on the generation process
of password and how to control the password and
how to protect the password and enhance management

2.2. Study on the electronic
 internal control team system 

2.3. The development of group
 digital signature system 
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efficiency during the operation of business. However, in
real analysis and application, whether the system has
been thought in every detail and be tested in every aspect
seems far more important than the complexity of the
writing of programs [24]. In the system construction
aspect, a good password system should possess secrecy,
identification, completeness, un-deniability [25] as well
as un-predictability [26], [27]. Targeting on the defects
of group digital signature [19], some scholars propose to
use the simple calculation formula existed in IC smart
card accompanied with the use of simple password easy
for the user to memorize in order to generate identity
confirmation which is difficult to be solved by others.
In the corporate internal management, the use of digital
signature system can help the evaluation of performance
objectively and be used as an internal communication
tool.

This paper extends the concept of information security
technology and management, specifically introducing
cryptography and information security mechanisms into
the COVID-19 monitoring system, combining the two
cryptographic algorithms of ElGamal [28] and RSA [29]
to meet the requirements of the digitalization process
of electronic medical records. In the process of patients
using the medical insurance card, the information center
can set the identity of the person who knows or does not
know (double blind mechanism). Based on this design
concept, the medical staff passively know or does not
know the patient’s identity. In this paper, we propose a
conditional anonymity scheme. In the process of submis-
sion, patients and the system center have registered and
issued account numbers, and patients, hospitals, doctors
and the health insurance bureau are anonymous. In the
process of the system, the patient has no direct contact
with the health insurance bureau, so the health insurance
bureau can not know the real identity of the patient at
the initial stage; the role of the health insurance bureau
has the right to supervise and inspect the doctor’s visit
content and inquire about the hospital information; the
hospital has the responsibility to report the business to
the health insurance bureau; the doctor has to report the
visit situation to the hospital. This scheme of the algo-
rithm consists of eight phases: registering phase, account
issuing phase, medical treatment phase, diagnosis phase,
data verification phase, data update phase, data response
and final result return phase.
Step 1. Employee opens an account and register to com-

pany’s system center.
Step 2. The system center issues an accounts to em-

ployee who applied an ID previously.

Step 3. Employee uses his anonymous ID to complaint
or report to virtual team.

Step 4. The virtual team forward and check the record
by system center.

Step 5. The system center received the record from
virtual team before returned the verification.

Step 6. The virtual team forward the record to board.
Step 7. The board decodes the record when he received

the parameters from virtual team.

The detailed information flow is shown in Figure 1.
Notation andSignificant:
pi: denote a large prime of RSA.
qi: denote a large prime of RSA.
ni: denote a modulo number of RSA.
ei: denote the public key of RSA.
di: denote the secret key of RSA.
p1: denote an other prime number of ElGamal, it
different with pi.
g: is the primitive root of prime numberp1.
xi: is a private key in ElGamal-like algorithm.
yi: is a public key in ElGamal-like algorithm.
mi: digitized message.
Employee: The usually refers to the grass-roots level
staffs or users in the organization or company.
System Center: We usually means the organization’s
information system center. Here, we use abbreviation
‘ISC’ or ‘system’.
Virtual Team : We denote the staff who works in middle
level such as manager or equivalent position.
Board: A person who is director, supervisor, chairman
or president in high level of organization or company.

Employee

System

Virtual

1. Register

2. Pass

3. Appeal

Check

5. Confirm

6. Forward

Centre

Team Board

4.

(Manager)

Figure 1. The concept of this system.

3.1 In the system initialization phase, all users such
as employee, system center, manager and board set their
own account numbers and passwords, and share primitive
parametersg and a large prime numbersp1 through the
system.
The employee randomly selects a numberxa, as its

3. Our Research Methodology 

3.1. Initializing System Phase 
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private key and satisfiesgcd(xa, p − 1), then calculates
his public key

ya ≡ gxa (mod p) (1)

The systemcenter randomly selects its own private
key xb to calculates its own public keyyb, and then
announces

yb ≡ gxb (mod p) (2)

The virtual team (or manager) randomly selects its own
private keyxc to calculates its own public keyyc, and
publishes it

yc ≡ gxc (mod p) (3)

The boardwill randomly select its own private keyxd
to calculate his public keyyd, and then publishes

yd ≡ gxd (mod p). (4)

Please seeFigure 2. Every employees randomly select

Employee System Center Virtual Team BoardCompute:
ya ≡ gxa mod p yb ≡ gxb mod p yd ≡ gxd mod pyc ≡ gxc mod p

Figure 2. The System Initializing Phase.

two primes pi andqi to find:

ni = pi · qi, (5)

since
φ(ni) = (pi − 1) · (qi − 1). (6)

Compute the public keyei where it satisfied

gcd(ei, ni) = 1 (7)

and
ei · di ≡ 1 (mod ni). (8)

The public key pairs are (ei, ni), although the secret key
is di; we have destroyed some parameters such as (pi, qi
andφ(ni)) based on security issue. From Equation (5)
to (8), it is well-known RSA algorithm [29].

3.2 The employee uses his ElGamal public keyya and
the RSA secret keyda to calculate a temporary account
by Equation (9).

Sa ≡ yda

a (mod na), (9)

and register this account to system center, see Figure 3.

3.3 When the system center receivesSa from em-
ployee, the system center approved and returnedVa since

Va ≡ Sea·xb

a (mod na), (10)

Employee System Center

1. {Sa}Sa ≡ yda

a
(mod na)

Figure 3. The Registration Phase.

see Figure 4.

Employee System Center

2. {Va} Va ≡ Seb·xb

a
(mod na)

Figure 4. The Getting Account Phase.

3.4 The employee obtains a valid account and he then
usesWa and Ca before he complaint to virtual team.
This operation has an anonymous feature:

Wa ≡ (Va)
da (mod na), (11)

and
Ca ≡ yxa

d
·ma (mod p), (12)

see Figure5.

Employee Virtual Team

3. {Wa, C a}
Wa ≡ (Va)

da (mod na)

Ca ≡ yxa

d
·ma (mod p)

Figure 5. The Complaining Phase.

3.5 When the doctor receives the patient’s require-
ment, he will diagnose patient and sent the diagnostic
record to system center for processing. The process is
shown in Equation (13) and Figure 6.

Fa ≡ yWa

c ·W xc

a · Ca (mod p). (13)

System CenterVirtual Team

4. {Wa, C a, F a}Fa ≡ yWa

c
·W xc

a
· Ca (mod p)

Figure 6. The Checking Record Phase.

3.6 The hospital received the diagnostics record by a
doctor, he would check this identifierWa firstly; if it is

 3.2.Registering Phase

3.3. Getting Account Phase 

3.4. Complaining Phase 

3.5. Checking Record Phase 

3.6. Confirming Phase 
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hold, and then verified this message before returned to
doctor. See Equation (14)-(15) and Figure 7.

W ea
a

?
≡ Va (mod na). (14)

If holds, to calculate the Equation (15).

Ta ≡ (Fa)
xb · (W xc

a )−xb · C−xb+1
a (mod p). (15)

System Center Virtual Team

Ta ≡ F xb

a
· (W xc

a
)−xb · C−xb+1

a
(mod p)5. {Ta}

Figure 7. The Confirming Phase.

3.7 The system center has verified the effective iden-
tity of the informant. After the manager received the
verification results, he signed or endorsed the verification
results, and then submitted the results to the board of
directors for processing. Please see Equation (16) and
Figure 8.

Za ≡ (Ta)
x−1

c · C−x−1

c
+1

a mod p. (16)

Virtual Team Board

6. {Za, W a}Za ≡ T
x
−1

c

a · C
−x

−1

c
+1

a (mod p)

Figure 8. The Reporting Business Phase.

3.8 The board of directors received the reporting
{Za, Wa} by manager. Since the content has been signed
it digitally, if board of directors want to fetch the contents
Ca. However, the content of the report is encrypted with
the public keyya of the board of directors and the private
key xa of the reporter (namely employee). Therefore,
there are only two persons (employee and board) who
can recovery (decode) theCa into ma after obtaining the
ciphertextCa, pleasesee Equation (17).

Ca ≡ Za · y
−Wa

b (mod p). (17)

Proof. As know from Equation (12), theCa generated
by employee, we can rewrite as

ma ≡ yxa · Ca (mod p). (18)

According to Fermat Little Theorem, we let

x = p− 1− xd, (19)

namely

m′

a ≡ yp−1−xd

a · yxa

d
·ma (mod p) (20)

From Equation (18) to (20), we finished the proof.

Employee

System

Virtual

1. Sa

2. Va

3. {Wa, Ca}

{Wa, Ca, Fa}

5. Ta

6. {Za, Wa}

Centre

Team Board

4.

(Manager)

Figure 9. The protocol of this scheme.

We assumep = 101, g = 18 and the private keys as
xa = 11, xb = 49, xc = 37, xd = 71 wherepublic keys

ya = 59.

yb = 28.

yc = 86.

yd = 3. (21)

Supposethe RSA’s parameterspa = 11, qa = 13, and
ea = 19, we find

n = 143.

φ(n) = 120.

da = 19. (22)

The result are

Sa ≡ 58 ≡ 5919 (mod 143).

Va ≡ 124 ≡ 5819·49 (mod 143).

Wa ≡ 136 ≡ 12419 (mod 143). (23)

Let ma = 50, responding to

Ca ≡ 54 ≡ 311 · 50 mod 101.

Fa ≡ 61 ≡ 86136 · 13637 · 54 mod 101.

124
?
≡ 13619 mod 143.

Ta ≡ 87 ≡ 6149 · (13637)−49 · 54−49+1 mod 101.

Za ≡ 16 ≡ (87)37
−1

· 54−37−1+1 mod 101. (24)

According from Equation (18) and (19), we get

x = 29 = 101 − 1− 71.

m′

a ≡ 50 ≡ 5929 · 53 (mod 101). (25)

The authors gave an example of experiment flow from

3.7. Reporting Business Phase 

3.8. Board Processing Phase 

3.9. The Experiment Example 
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Employee

System

Virtual

1. {58}

2. {124}

3. {136, 54}

{136, 54, 61}

5. {87}

6. {16, 136}

Centre

Team Board

4.

(Manager)

Figure 10. The Example of Experiment Flow.

Equation (21) to (25), and the diagram show in Fig-
ure 10.

1312321

Definition 1. Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP)
As known parameters{p, g, yi} where the formula
yi ≡ gxi (mod p), it is very hard to find the pri-
vate key xi while prime approaching infinite. Based
on this assumption of computation and condition, it is
called solving the discrete logarithm problem (Solving
Discrete Logarithm Problem) [30]. The current public
key cryptosystem based on discrete logarithm has value
parameters that are greater than1024 bit length or2048
bit length.

Definition 2. Computation Diffie-Hellman Problem
(CDHP)
The Computation Diffie-Hellman Problem [31]is derived
on the Diffie-Hellman key exchange principle (Diffie
Hellman Key Exchange) [32]. The main ideas are de-
scribed as follows: Given{g, gx, gy} to find gxy.
Here, g is known parameter, thex and y are unknown
parameters.

Definition 3. Decisional Diffie-Hellman Problem
(DDHP)
The Decisional Diffie-Hellman Problem [33] is a
variant of the Diffie-Hellman computation problem.
Given {g, gx, gy, gz}, to find the Zp is satisfied
z = xy. Given {g, gx, gy}, to find gxy. Here the
parameterg is known, and the parameters{x, y, z}
are all unknown.

Theoretical Security Level Analysis Analysis security
of theoretical level

Lemma 1. If user is honest, the Equation (14) would be
correct, that is,the system center verified the employee.

Proof. W ea
a

?
≡ Va (mod na).

As known from Equation (11), we getWa ≡ (Va)
da

(mod na) since Equation (14), according to RSA theo-
rem; it becomes

W ea
a

?
≡ (V da

a )ea (mod na),

≡ Va (mod na). (26)

From above calculation, we connect the relationship
between the Equation (11) and (14). The Equation (9)
Sa ≡ yda

a (mod na) by employee, the Equation (10)
Va ≡ Sea·xb

a (mod na) by system center. If employee is
honest, the system center check Equation (27) holds.

Va
?
≡ yxb

a (mod na)

≡ (Sa)
ea·xb (mod na)

≡ (yda

a )ea·xb (mod na)

≡ yxb

a (mod na). (27)

Otherwise, it is a contradiction.

Lemma 2. If system center is honest, the Equation (10)
holds, that is to say,the employee verified the system
center.

Proof. As known from Equation (10), the system center
produced theVa after employee transmitted his account
Sa. We canrewrite the Equation (28) into

Va

?
≡ yxa

b (mod p)

≡ (gxb)xa (mod p)

≡ (gxa)xb (mod p)

≡ yxb

a (mod p). (28)

Actually, from Step 1 to Step 2 (see Figure 1), the
system center and employee both verified each other.
It is stopped while one side failed. Otherwise, there
is a contradiction. The Lemma 1 and 2 provide the
evidences.

Lemma 3. If system center and manager are both
interaction honestly, the Equation (13) and (15) holds,
the system center and manager can verify each other.

Proof. As known the Equation (14) and (21), the anony-
mous parameterWa produced by employee and then
via manager to system center. If manager is honest, the
system center received the correctWa; otherwise, he
would got a wrong content. By Lemma (1) and (2), we
prove employee and system center are honest. Hence,
the system center can easily check the right or wrong of
Wa based on the Step 1 to Step 3 without to check the
Fa. This is to say, the manager honest to system center.
On the other hand, the system center used his private
keyxb to produceTa after he receivedFa by manager. If
manager dishonest to system center who cannot produces

4. Security Analysis 

4.1. Theoretical Security Level Analysis 
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right Ta before received theFa from manager. Although,
the Ta was produce by system center, the manager can
verify Ta such as Equation (29)

Ta

?
≡ ywa·xb

c · Ca (mod p)

≡ ywa·xc

b · Ca (mod p). (29)

As known Ta ≡ (Fa)
xb · (W xc

a )−xb · C−xb+1
a (mod p)

by Equation (15).

Ta ≡ (Fa)
xb · (W xc

a )−xb · C−xb+1
a

≡ (yWa

c ·W xc

a · Ca)
xb · (W xc

a )−xb · C−xb+1
a

≡ yWaxb

c ·W xcxb

a/////// · C
xb

a ·W−xcxb

a///////// · C
−xb+1
a

≡ yWaxb

c · Cxb

a//// · C
−xb

a////// · Ca

≡ ywa·xb

c · Ca

≡ ywa·xc

b
· Ca (mod p). (30)

According from Equation (30), the (29) equal to (30),
we finished the proof.

Analysis security of practical levels
Doubts about cracking RSA and ElGamal cryptosys-
tems: If the attacker intends to disguise the identity of
the patient, the attacker must have the patient’s key da to
be able to calculate the corresponding pairing public key
ea. In addition to being unable to disguise the patient,
the attacker cannot disguise the system center, unless
the attacker can crack the RSA cryptosystem. Obviously
cracking the RSA cryptosystem is not realistic at the
moment [34].
Key Compromise Impersonation attacks: The patient,
system center, doctor and Health Bureau keep their
own keys. Although their public keys are published, the
hackers can not calculate the corresponding key through
known public parameters. The discrete logarithm prob-
lem of the Definition 1 is defined and fully described.
This study does not consider this assumption unless any
party who owns the key divulges the key.

Under the fast development of E-commerce and the
trend of technology leads the economic development,
the past human resource internal audit is thus no longer
an operation of black box. The network impeaching
will become more transparent through the use of group
signature system; therefore, the topmost decision-maker
of the company can no longer affect the normal operation
of the company intentionally due to private interest.
Additionally, this can prevent the selective acceptance

adopted by the audit or anti-corruption department be-
cause of their involvement in the case too. Moreover, this
can also prevent the unnecessary conflict caused within
the organization due to rank suppression.
This study proposes architecture for the setup of elec-
tronic team in the internal control department of a
company so that the identities of employees, who are
worrying about getting revenged when they impeach
something and gets their identities exposed, will be
protected. This architecture will encourage the members
of the organization to impeach illegal things bravely
and protect their identities. In the system of the current
study, if necessary and under the agreement of the
decision-maker of the organization, the identity of the
original electronic impeacher can be tracked and this has
threatening effect and can prevent any conflicts caused
by persons who make false accusation. Moreover, the
system can also perform monitoring and management
on medium level managers and employees of the basic
level, which is thought to be the greatest contribution of
this study. However, the insufficient part of this study
is the lack of consideration on humanity, which will be
future direction of study.
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